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Acquire the necessary skills to win business through proposals, bids, tenders, and presentations
—this hands-on guide is your partner for success You have in your hands the collected
knowledge and skills of the professional proposal writer. Proposal writing is a profession — a
growing and increasingly important one and an essential part of a broader group of business
development professionals who plan and execute strategies for businesses who want to
obtain new customers. Proposal writers have a professional organization — the Association of
Proposal Management Professionals (APMP) — and their best practices are the foundation for
this book. Proposal writing is a skill you can learn, practice, and master; you can even
go through a professional certification process to prove your mastery. Writing Business Bids &
Proposals For Dummies is your no-nonsense guide to finding out what professional proposal
writers know and for applying it to your own business. If you’re a small- to medium-size business
owner, a first-time proposal writer in a medium-size company, or a sales representative, you
know that a written proposal (printed or electronic) is still a common, personal, and effective way
to win business. Written in plain English, Writing Business Bids & Proposals For Dummies will
help you to: Know the difference between reactive proposals (the RFP or request for
proposal) and proactive proposals 
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IntroductionThis may come as a bit of a surprise to you, but some people write proposals for a
living and enjoy it.We don’t mean people who have to write proposals to sell their products and
services as an obligatory part of their roles as business owners, salespeople, and
entrepreneurs. We mean people who write proposals as their profession — it’s their primary role.
They delight in this intricate, detail-oriented, thought-provoking work. They toil for businesses big
and small, and all they do all day (and all night at times) is write proposals. Some write proposals
that are a handful of pages, while others write proposals with hundreds of pages in multiple
volumes. Some write them pretty much on their own, while others coordinate the efforts of



anywhere from a couple of specialists to hundreds on a single deal. They propose to every kind
of business and government entity you can imagine, because most publicly owned or regulated
enterprises buy goods and services through proposals.It may not matter to you personally, but
proposal writing is a profession — a growing and increasingly important one. It’s an essential
part of a broader group of business development professionals who plan and execute strategies
for businesses to obtain new customers. Proposal writers have a professional organization —
the Association of Proposal Management Professionals (APMP) — whose best practices are the
foundation for this book. This group of more than 7,500 practitioners from around the world
knows that proposal writing is a skill you can learn, practice, and master, and, ultimately, prove
your mastery of through a professional certification process.Here’s what does matter to you:
Writing Business Bids & Proposals For Dummies is your easiest and best ticket for finding out
what these professional proposal writers know and for applying it to your own business. You
have in your hands the collected knowledge and skills of the professional proposal writer —
without having to be one.About This BookThis book is primarily for small- to medium-size
business owners, first-time proposal writers in medium-size companies, or sales representatives
who need to represent their companies in the best light possible. A written proposal, whether it’s
delivered in print or digital format, is still one of the most common, personal, and effective ways
to win business, even in this age of near-instant online communications, social media marketing,
and live-action websites.Proposal writers have an old saying: “The best proposal won’t win the
business outright, but a bad one will certainly lose it.” This means that a proposal doesn’t work in
a vacuum. Developing a successful business is a complex and difficult process, with lots of
interworking parts. You have to have useful and reliable products, dedicated people providing a
dependable service, and innovative thinking that can solve unique problems. But even if you
have the best products, the best people, and the best service record of anyone in your industry,
if you can’t express those advantages clearly and persuasively in terms that truly mean
something to your customers, your business will never be as successful as it can be.If you adopt
the concepts, implement the processes, practice the techniques, and adapt the tools in this
book to meet your unique needs, you’ll improve the way your business captures new customers
and communicates with existing ones. This book can help you toEstablish a process for finding
and assessing business opportunities.Create repeatable plans for responding to
opportunities.Understand your customer’s business and its needs.Assess your and your
competitors’ strengths and weaknesses.Build and manage teams to develop compelling
proposals.After you have a process and the required resources in place, this book can guide you
toStructure your proposals in proven, effective ways.Write them in the clearest and most
compelling terms.Design them for maximum readability and visual impression.Create practices
for doing a better job each time.We also use a few conventions throughout the book to make
finding what you need easier:If you see a word in italics, it means that the term has a unique
meaning in the proposal world. We define it right there for you.If you see a sidebar, you can skip
that information if you’re in a hurry. It’s there to provide background information or other



supporting content.Foolish AssumptionsAs we wrote this book, we assumed a few things about
you, dear readers:You need to write a proposal, and sooner rather than later. You may be an
inexperienced salesperson who inherited an account with a pressing need. You may be a newly
named proposal resource in your company, and a Request for Proposal (RFP) has just landed
on your desk with the clock ticking. Maybe you’ve written a proposal before, and you want to do
a better job on the next one. Whatever your immediate need, we assume that you want to do this
job right, and that’s what we aim to help you do.You know how to use a computer and word-
processing software. You can’t write a proposal on the back of an envelope or napkin and be
taken seriously. The leading word-processing programs on all platforms provide enough layout
and graphics capabilities that you can easily create a professional document that follows basic
design principles. If you don’t know how to use them, you can always grab another For Dummies
book and improve your skills!You know how to convert a word-processing file into PDF format,
which allows you to create a digital copy of your proposal that is more tamper-resistant. Leading
word-processing tools have menu selections that can do this in a couple of clicks.You’ll
eventually work your way through the entire book and will understand that there’s still more to
learn. That’s where the APMP comes in. If you do need to know more, an APMP membership
provides a legion of mentors and volumes of references. The APMP also offers a professional
certification program for those who want to demonstrate mastery of the craft. Go to for more
information.Icons Used in This BookWe use a few icons throughout this book to call out
important information that you may otherwise miss. This icon provides extra information for
applying proposal-writing techniques or alternative ways of doing things. This icon points out
important information that you may want to note down or highlight, or that you may want to keep
in mind as you try your hand at the task. This icon highlights potential pitfalls and danger spots.
This icon indicates examples that we provide to illustrate what we’re talking about as you work
through the book.Beyond the BookWe’ve created a handy, access-anywhere Cheat Sheet,
which provides high-level reminders that you can easily reference when you don’t have the book
on hand. For instance, are you looking for a reminder of some of the key reviews you can
undertake to help develop and perfect your proposal process? The Cheat Sheet helps you
remember at a glance. To access this Cheat Sheet, go to and search for “Writing Business Bids
& Proposals For Dummies Cheat Sheet” in the Search box.We’ve also created a one-stop-shop
for all digital content related to this book. Check out the appendix at the end of the book for the
URL and a list of the online templates and checklists.Where to Go from HereWriting Business
Bids & Proposals For Dummies takes you from the basic concepts behind proposal writing and
the practical techniques you apply to create winning proposals to advanced concepts you may
consider after you’ve mastered the basics. We recommend that you check out the table of
contents for the complete list of topics, and then read Chapter 1 to get the end-to-end story from
30,000 feet.You don’t need to read this book in any particular sequence. Each chapter is self-
contained, tackles a single proposal-related subject, and, like a good proposal, has cross-
references to related information. Just pick a chapter that addresses an immediate problem you



have, and read, think, and apply. For example, are you already responding to an RFP? Look to
Chapter 4 for advice on identifying all the customer’s requirements, or jump to Chapter 9 for
ways to collect and structure your past-performance records.And last (or maybe first), to get a
general “lay of the land” in proposal writing, be sure to review our simple proposal process in
Chapter 6. This list of major steps provides an “at-a-glance” view of the many duties a proposal
writer performs over the span of developing either a proactive proposal or an RFP response.

Part 1Understanding Proposal DevelopmentIN THIS PART …Find out what proposals are and
why everyone in business needs to know how to write them. Take a peek into the world of
professional proposal writers and how they do their jobs. Look at the bigger picture and how
proposals fit into a business’s sales process and a customer’s buying process.Discover the
similarities and differences between proactive proposals and reactive proposals (or responses
to a Request for Proposal [RFPs]). See how to avoid the traps lurking in RFPs and how to make
sure the customer finds what it’s looking for. Understand how creating a consistent structure and
format for your proactive proposals can help customers choose you over your competitors.

Chapter 1Introducing Bids and ProposalsIN THIS CHAPTERGetting the intel on bids and
proposalsGearing up for your proposalDeveloping a professional approachThis book is about
writing business bids and proposals. Why bids and proposals, you ask? Aren’t they the same
thing?Many proposal professionals would say so. Others favor one term over the other,
especially when used to modify another term. For example, in the United Kingdom, they may say
bid manager and tender; in the United States, we say proposal manager and Request for
Proposal (RFP) response — and we mean pretty much the same thing.Some people think of
bids as something we’d call a quote — a line or two about the offer and a price — something you
can write on the back of a napkin. Some may even call that a proposal. The more people you talk
to, the more confused you can get.As we use the terms, bids and proposals are more formal,
more thorough, more informative, more persuasive, more descriptive, and more professional
than quotes. They’re more about communication than selling, more about value than price, and
more about relationships than a single deal. Throughout this book, we use them interchangeably
because it’s how proposal professionals talk: A bid is a proposal; a bidder is someone who
submits a proposal or bid (and we’d never use the word proposer).In this chapter, we introduce
you to the world of bid and proposal management — what proposals do, how they work, and
how you write one — drawing from the best practices that bid and proposal professionals use
worldwide.Defining Bids and ProposalsIn the broadest sense, business proposals are formal,
written offers by businesses or individuals to perform work on the behalf of other businesses,
government entities, or other individuals. Proposals set out in clear, concise language what you’ll
do for a customer, how you’ll do it, how much it will cost, and the business benefits the customer
will realize after the work is done. Proposals aim to both inform and persuade. And that makes
them pretty unique.In some industries, business proposals are precursors to contracts. That’s



why many proposals stipulate how long certain offers or prices are valid. Some government
entities require the proposals they receive to be authorized by a bidder’s officer to underscore
their legal status. Some proposals even become an integral part of the final contract. Business
proposals come in two main flavors:Proposals submitted further to a formal request from the
customer: These are sometimes referred to as solicited proposals. You may also hear them
called reactive proposals, because you can’t really anticipate all their requirements. More often,
these proposals are called RFP responses, because the customer issues a Request for
Proposal. We opt for that term throughout this book.Proposals that you give the customer
independently of any request: These usually follow deep discussions about the customer’s
business needs and are called either proactive or unsolicited proposals. Instead of the customer
requesting a proposal, you ask the customer to accept your proposal. We prefer the term
proactive because it indicates that you write these on your own initiative (plus, it’s easier to
say).Both types consist of a series of textual and visual components that form an argument in
support of your approach to solving a customer’s problem.In the following sections, we discuss
the differences between RFP responses and proactive proposals — their structures and some of
the rules around writing them — and then discuss the reasons why organizations issue
RFPs.Looking at the differences between RFP responses and proactive proposalsBefore we go
any further, we cover how you construct RFP responses and proactive proposals and why
they’re different. For all their differences, when you look closely at RFP responses and proactive
proposals, you see that their deep structures are more alike than different. That makes sense,
because they both argue for one solution over others. Therefore, what makes one type of
proposal successful applies to the other.Turn to Chapter 2 to find out more about the similarities
and differences between RFP responses and proactive proposals.Understanding the structure
of RFP responsesRFPs are the procurement method of choice for most governments and large
organizations. Most RFPs, regardless of the source, have similar structures. Government RFPs
have elaborate number schemes and consistent, required sections. Commercial RFPs may have
these as well, but the formats and sequences can vary widely from industry to industry and from
RFP to RFP. RFPs always have one thing in common: Whoever releases them expects your
response to follow the prescribed structure to the letter. RFPs are designed so evaluators can
easily compare bidders’ various responses. They also tend to reflect whatever structure has
worked before, which is why you can anticipate repeated elements when you respond to RFPs
from certain customers.Though RFPs can have many surface differences, most contain
individual sections that do the following:Describe the background of the customer and its
business problem.Lay out the rules that the customer expects all bidders to follow, including any
terms and conditions of a potential contract.List the specific requirements that the customer
needs you to address as you solve the problem. These requirements often take the form of
questions. They may cover not only how your solution will work but also how your company will
implement and manage the solution.Specify pricing components (usually in separate
spreadsheets, depending on the complexity of the project).Many RFPs instruct you to include in



your response an executive summary, which you need to do whether instructed to or not (unless
the RFP explicitly forbids you to). As you see in Chapter 9, an executive summary is your best
chance to explain your solution and its value to the customer’s highest ranking decision maker
(who won’t normally read the entire proposal). You never want to miss out on the opportunity to
communicate directly to a customer’s leaders.Understanding the structure of proactive
proposalsProactive proposals, more or less, also follow a standard structure. The difference is
that with proactive proposals, you control the structure, although you should always use a
structure that customers find comfortable, satisfying, and compelling. The standard sections
includeAn executive summary that recaps needs and benefits, win themes, and value
propositions in language that speaks to decision makersA description and illustration of the
current environment or problemYour recommendation for creating a new, improved environment
or for solving the problem, comparably illustrated to show the changes in the customer’s worldA
statement of work that describes how you’ll set up the solution and maintain itA pricing summary
that focuses on benefits, value, and return on investmentA final recap of benefits and an action
close to outline next stepsAdjusting your process for RFP responses and proactive
proposalsHigh-level differences exist between RFP responses and proactive proposals that
involve how you adhere to the rules, work with time frames, and handle the competitive
landscape.PLAYING BY THE RULES RFP responses have to mimic the structure of the RFP
they respond to. They echo the numbered sections and subsections (sometimes four or five
levels deep) of the RFP. They populate structured forms that the customer includes for pricing
information. They adhere to customer-mandated page and format restrictions. Fortunately, they
don’t have to copy the normally stilted, bureaucratic language of the original, although you must
be careful to repeat key terms so you sound responsive (we talk about responsiveness and
compliance in Chapter 4). You can insert the original RFP into your response template to put a
brand wrapper around it, but you’d better not stray from the format prescribed. Read the RFP
closely to see what you can and can’t do. If your RFP says “don’t use color images,” make sure
you don’t. If your RFP says “insert your response directly after each question,” do as it says and
highlight your response so the reader can tell the question from the answer.Proactive proposals
have only the rules a customer sets when you offer to submit one. Your customers will hopefully
be intrigued enough by your solution to put aside their hard-and-fast rules and allow you to
present your solution in your preferred format. Proactive proposals can look like, well, whatever
you think your customer wants them to look like: magazine articles, business letters, glossy
brochures, or even (ugh) RFP responses.STICKING TO A TIMELINERFPs are deadline driven.
If you miss the deadline, you’re usually eliminated. That may sound harsh, but it’s not necessarily
a bad thing. With an RFP response, at least you have an engaged customer setting a clear
deadline.With proactive proposals, you may have nothing more than a customer’s promise to
consider your idea. Your salesperson may set a date with the customer to deliver a proactive
proposal, but you may find that the date slips as other sales initiatives take precedence or if the
salesperson gets distracted and doesn’t provide you what you need to finish the proposal by the



due date. And your customer won’t be as obligated to review your proposal when it does
arrive.WORKING AROUND THE COMPETITIONSalespeople try to avoid RFPs because they
are, by design, more competitive than proactive proposals. By releasing an RFP, customers
consciously pit competitors against each other. You present proactive proposals after you’ve
worked with customers long enough to see inside their operations and discover areas where
your business’s expertise can benefit them. And although a customer may entertain multiple
proactive proposals to solve a problem, you usually have much less competition, if any, to worry
about.Understanding why organizations request proposalsKnowing how to write proposals well
is important because most mid- to large-size organizations acquire services and products
through proposals. Many regulated industries and government entities must, by statute, set up
an RFP competition so they can create a fair basis for comparing vendors and solutions. Others
release RFPs because they know pretty much what they want and are trying to find the best,
lowest-cost provider. Still others release RFPs because they’re unhappy with their current
provider’s performance and know that an RFP can remedy the situation, one way or another.
Some companies request proposals to validate a prior decision (when they’ve already chosen a
vendor) or merely to apply pressure to a current provider to lower its price. The better your
relationship with the customer, the better your chance of avoiding being used as a tool for
making an incumbent more responsive.Preparing to ProposeWell-written proposals are a
product of a well-defined and closely followed process. That’s why we spend so much of this
book walking you through the three major phases of proposal development:Pre-proposal
stageProposal development stagePost-proposal stage If you look at the bigger picture, proposal
development is just a part of the overall sales or business development process in a company.
You acknowledge that relationship by starting the proposal process long before an RFP is
released or a salesperson has uncovered that proactive opportunity — back in what some sales
organizations may call their pre-sales process (when they create and formalize their sales
strategies for a customer). And we recommend staying involved long after the proposal is
delivered, the contract is signed, and the work is underway, so you can be ready to do even
better before the next opportunity (whether with either the same customer or a different one). (To
better understand the scope of the proposal process, turn to Chapter 6, where we take you
through each stage in more detail.)The following sections introduce this three-stage proposal
process to give you a big-picture view from the proposal writer’s perspective.Starting before the
beginningWe begin before you even know you have an opportunity: The pre-proposal stage. It’s
where you make many key decisions that can make or break your efforts to build a winning
proposal.Your goal is to get involved well before a proposal is a certain outcome. In some
segments (like government), it’s easier — you may receive a draft RFP to work with, sometimes
with significant lead time before the final RFP is released. In other cases, you get a warning from
the sales representative that a customer is gearing up for a procurement or that the rep has
discovered an opportunity for a proactive proposal. The best scenario is when your sales clients
invite you to their sales planning sessions to ensure that you’re engaged as soon as you see an



opportunity on the horizon.Here’s why getting ahead of the game is so important: If you don’t get
involved early, you may never recover. RFP responses are “reactive” proposals, and you don’t
want to be the only bidder who’s reacting when an RFP is released. If you have no prior warning,
that’s about all you can do. It’s hard enough to win an RFP — you don’t want to see the
competition two goals ahead before you take the field.The following sections consider how you
can gain — and keep — the advantage ahead of the proposal development stage.Becoming the
trusted advisorThe best way to get engaged early is to become the trusted response resource
who brings serious value to your sales organization’s planning during its pre-sales process. Start
capturing historical records about your engagements with your customers: The strategies you
use, the win themes you develop, and the lessons you learn. Make those available, along with
archived prior proposals for the customer and even some that you’ve created for other
companies with similar problems. Your colleagues will start seeing you as an essential part of
their success.Looking for the right opportunitiesAs a proposal writer, you want to be included in
the sales strategy sessions that determine when and how you’ll be engaged on a proposal
project. You also want to be involved when the sales team assesses whether an opportunity is
winnable or not. This is where your archive of information and even your personal experience
can influence decisions. Your resources are limited (indeed, you may be the only resource). You
have to focus on only those deals that your company has a real chance of winning, or you’ll
become stretched too thin, or your work may be marginalized because you’re seen as
ineffective.Influencing your sales team to get involved early in the right opportunities can mean
the difference between success and failure. It means you may be able to influence the questions
a customer asks in an RFP. It may mean that you get to pose questions directly to the customer
for a proactive proposal. Chapter 3 looks at the value of having a strong relationship with your
customer and how this can influence the proposal process in your favor.Making it all about the
customerIf you take away only one golden nugget from this book, make it this one: Your proposal
is all about your customer — it’s not about you. Use your customer’s terms to describe its
problem and your shared vision for a solution. Place your solution into the customer’s
environment — customize your proposal’s look and language so it reflects the customer’s brand,
its colors, its imagery, and its logo. Go easy on the boilerplate, and customize your source
material to better reflect your customer’s working environment. One way to “think customer” is to
identify the pain the customer goes through as a result of the problem you want to solve. When
you identify the most pressing, emotionally charged needs and clearly depict the pain they
cause, you’re said to be pushing the customer’s hot buttons (for more about hot buttons, see
Chapter 2). These are the most meaningful issues to your customer and the reasons a customer
will buy. Downplay your solution’s features (what it does) and play up the benefits (what your
customer gets or can do from the solution) instead. If you can show that you alone can provide
that single benefit that solves the customer’s hot-button problem, you’ll win the deal (see
Chapters 7 and 9 for guidance on how to develop and write feature and benefit
statements).Gathering and providing the right information Seeing things through your



customers’ eyes is the difference between complying with your customers’ requirements and
truly responding to their needs. Compliant proposals can win; responsive proposal do win. How
do you figure out what your customers need? You ask a lot of questions.You won’t know your
customer’s hot buttons if you don’t gather the right information. How do you do this (especially
when you’re not the salesperson and never escape the back office)? If your opportunity is
proactive, you ask questions. You ask the customer. If your company won’t let you, you ask the
customer rep or the customer support tech. You ask thoughtful, probing questions that get to the
heart of the customer’s problem, and you listen closely to the answers so you can write like the
customer talks.If you’re responding to an RFP, you do all the above and shred the RFP. By
shredding, we mean parsing, or separating, every requirement as a stand-alone topic to address
in your response. Sometimes, that’s easy: Just follow the number scheme that the customer
provides in the RFP. But sometimes, customers are sneaky. They bury requirements, using
trigger words like will, shall, must, and should to indicate that a requirement follows. Some
sophisticated proposal groups use parsing software to find all the incidents. Some still use
multicolor highlighters as a shredding tool. Either way can be effective (and one is definitely
cheaper, if a lot slower). For a detailed look at shredding an RFP and building a compliant and
responsive proposal from the results, see Chapter 4.Getting the better of your
competitorsCompetitive analysis is a legal business discipline that uses a variety of public
sources and tools to help you choose the right strategy for setting yourself apart from your
competitors. Check out your competitors’ websites to discover their latest product information
and market strategies. Use social media to track your competitors’ claims and trending interests.
If you have the funds, subscribe to competitive assessment research sites or reports. Another
way to capture knowledge about your rivals is to hold a competitor review with employees in your
company who compete with or perhaps even work alongside them. You can explain the
opportunity and collect insights and new perspectives. Your business may be one of those that
finds new employees by luring them away from competitors. Ask around and talk with any
colleagues who have recently worked for a competitor to discover whatever you can about the
way it does business.Your goal as proposal writer is to shine a bright light on your competitors’
weaknesses while subtly touting your strengths. We proposal writers call that “ghosting” the
competition. You can take the information you gather from your sources and prepare a SWOT
analysis (which assesses strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) to create powerful
discriminators for your solution and ghosting statements for your proposal. For more on creating
persuasive content from your competitive analysis, see Chapters 5 and 7.Using the proposal as
a communication platformYour goal in gathering customer and competitor information is to build
tactics for creating a long-term and mutually beneficial business relationship, not just a one-and-
done customer-vendor agreement. Use your initial work on a given opportunity to help establish
a comprehensive communication plan for a particular company or even industry. For instance,
what you learn from one engagement mayUncover a need for conceptual proposals for longer-
range and multi-staged projectsEnable you to establish customer-focused content for private



websites and social media messagingOpen doors for producing executive-level communiqués
that open a dialogue with senior management perhaps, providing status on in-progress projects
and forecasting future needs — both of which can result in more winning proposalsDeciding to
bid (or not)The bid/no-bid decision is the last action you take in the pre-proposal stage. It’s the
last chance for you to bail before putting your resources behind a deal. You need to use the
information from your customer investigation and SWOT analysis to make this either/or decision.
You need to make sure you have the following:A solution that can win over all othersProof that
you can deliver the solution as your customer requiresA strong win theme that addresses your
customer’s hot buttonsCommitment from your company to dedicate the resources you need to
develop the proposal and win the bidYou can find more about bid/no-bid decisions in Chapter
6.Developing your proposal from cover to coverNext comes the proposal development stage.
This is where you do the bulk of your work over four phases — strategizing, planning, writing,
and publishing.During the strategizing phase, you take the needs and vision of a customer, the
products, services, and vision of your company, and the skills and insights of a team of
specialists, and blend them into a cohesive argument that satisfies both the intellect and the
heart of the decision maker. Planning is where you establish the structure of your proposal
argument and the material you’ll use to support your argument. Writing is where you craft your
descriptions, arguments, and get them ready to be published. And publishing is creating the
physical or digital copies of the proposal and delivering it to the customer. Proposal writers bring
value to an organization in many ways, but none more so than by directing proposal
development resources in the proposal development stage, working within the time constraints
of a particular opportunity. Proposal writers may be better termed proposal managers at this
point because they’re the glue that holds the whole operation together.The following sections
take you on a whistle-stop tour through each phase.Strategizing: Making the case for
successThe strategizing phase is multilayered, so we take you through this step by
step.GETTING READY TO PROPOSEYou need to distill the preliminary fact-finding and
speculative thinking of the pre-proposal stage into a specific strategy for this one opportunity.
You have something tangible to work with: A final RFP or a diagnosed problem that can drive
real work, helping your sales team to create real solutions. Having a consistent structure and
format for your RFP responses and proactive proposals will help you assemble a customized
proposal for your customers and help them choose you over your competitors.Here’s where the
real writing begins, too. You have to create tangible references to guide your contributors: win
themes, value propositions, hot buttons, and discriminators. Better still, here’s where you work
with your sales lead to write the executive summary (yes, you write it first), to lay a foundation for
messaging that resonates throughout the proposal. See how to do all of this in Chapters 6, 7,
and 9.PUTTING THE RIGHT RESOURCES ON YOUR PROPOSALCreating a proposal takes at
least a village — sometimes a small metropolis. Depending on your circumstances, a village
may be a sole sales partner and a few specialists or a hundred or more individuals with unique
skill and knowledge sets. Some specialists will be your sources for technical and messaging



content, while others will be your resources for putting together the professional proposal:
graphics specialists, production specialists, editors, and the like. Still others will be the objective,
expert reviewers that all proposals need to reach their potential. Get more information on
proposal roles and responsibilities in Chapter 8.TAILORING THE PROCESSEach proposal is
unique because each solution for a customer is unique (if it’s not, your proposal probably won’t
succeed). For that reason, you need to be ready to adjust your standard proposal process to fit
the circumstances of each particular opportunity. It’s natural to think that responding to an RFP
and creating a proactive proposal would follow two distinct processes, but that’s really not the
case. Your proposal process should be a standard to follow in every instance, with the flexibility
to expand or contract like an accordion so you can respond professionally to large and small
opportunities alike.All proposals deserve the full rigor of a standard process. However, you may
not need to customize the product description as much each time, or go through as many
reviews, or you may not have enough time to do everything to the extent you normally would.
Always start with the gold standard. Your proposal process is your road map to success (but
every road map allows for detours and shortcuts as necessary). Chapter 6 walks you through the
details of building your standard process.Planning: Scheduling the processWhen you have all
your process steps in place for this particular opportunity, devise a schedule that ensures you
have time to do your work as you manage the efforts of your contributors. This may sound a little
selfish, but no one outside the proposal business really understands what you go through to
deliver an error-free, single-voice, professionally published proposal. You have to leave yourself
ample time to review, revise, edit, and proofread the work.Discover more about building an
effective and suitable schedule in Chapter 8.Writing: Crafting the story of your proposalA
proposal is an argument — but it’s also a story about how people help other people overcome
problems and achieve their goals. Readers like stories, especially when they can relate to a
character in that story. Stories are easier to read, and they motivate people to act in ways that
other forms of writing can’t. A proposal story is basically about benefits and value. Every portion
of your proposal needs to focus on the business outcomes, not the means by which you deliver
the outcomes. A proposal is about your customer — not your company, not your products, not
your industry accolades, and not your history. Don’t take this the wrong way; those items have
their value as proofs that you can do what you claim — proofs like past performance,
testimonials, and recognized innovations. But they’re there only to show that you can help your
customer do what it wants and needs to do.In Chapters 9 and 10, you discover how to write
strong proposal stories, using a direct, active writing style that has actors performing actions to
accomplish results. You see how to write win themes, compelling value propositions, and
concrete benefit and proof statements. You find tips on what to do and what to avoid when you
pull your content into a presentable shape, and how to make your proposal easy to read, easy to
understand, and easy to accept. We even show you how to use all these tips to write a winning
executive summary and clear, concise, and responsive answers to your customers’
questions.Proposal writers usually “grow up” to become proposal managers. They add project



management skills to their researching, authoring, and reviewing skills, and take the burden off
sales and other specialists to make sure the proposal is responsive, compelling, and on time.
Getting the proposal out the door is often an extraordinary challenge — setting up and
managing reviews, creating and executing multimedia productions, and ensuring timely delivery
to wherever the proposal must go. And the job doesn’t end with delivery. You may have to lead
clarification efforts or coach oral presentations to help secure a win.The proposal manager’s
responsibilities may differ from company to company, but a true proposal manager is game for
any job that ensures a successful submission. To find out more about how to submit your
proposal successfully, see Chapter 12.Publishing: Making your proposal visibleProposals need
to stand out in a crowd (or on an evaluator’s or decision maker’s desk or desktop). That doesn’t
mean that you have to doll them up like the Griswold’s house at Christmas. It does mean that you
find ways to tell your story visually as well as in words. Make your proposal look like your
customer. Start with the cover. Put the customer’s name and logo (if appropriate) in the first
place they’ll look (that is, the top-left corner for Western audiences). Create visual themes that
complement your verbal themes. Carry those themes throughout the proposal. You can create
accessible content by using professional layout techniques. Use white space to unite similar
content and separate the rest. Use bold headings that let your readers scan your proposal to get
a sense of the storyline. The writing techniques we discuss in the preceding section work even
better when you illustrate them. Try to tell your story through graphics, refer to them in your text
version of the information, and reinforce both with an action caption (that explains the relevance
of the graphic) beneath the illustration.You can find out more about creating eye-catching
proposals in Chapter 11.Proposing better all the timeThe hallmark of a professional proposal
writer or manager is a commitment to continual improvement. You can display that commitment
in many ways:Through the tools you create or acquire to reduce the mundane, tedious, or
repetitive aspects of the jobBy the manner in which you lead kickoff meetings, daily status
checks, review sessions, and executive briefings (consider strategies for improving your
leadership skills in Chapter 14)Through the way you assess how well the process is working and
how it affects your contributorsOur recommended proposal process includes continual
improvement as its third and final stage. We make it part of the overall process for a reason: If
you don’t plan for it and make it a habit, it won’t happen. Every time you work a proposal through
your proposal process, you’re going to learn something. For example, you may discover thatA
process step is unnecessary in some situations.A process step is ineffective as or where it
stands.A tool isn’t getting the job done.A contributor is more successful when doing something a
different way.Your job as a proposal professional is to offer opportunities for these lessons
learned to be voiced, captured, and distributed to the right people to improve the process. You
have to champion this effort, because most of your colleagues will, by necessity, go back to their
regular roles after the proposal is completed and submitted. But you’ll also have to work at it,
because your next proposal is never more than minutes away.You can find out more about
harvesting and sharing lessons learned in Chapter 15.Becoming More ProfessionalAs a



proposal writer, one of your best sources for improving your writing and management skills is the
Association of Proposal Management Professionals (APMP). In Chapter 15, you find out about
how APMP can help increase your professional status by providing educational opportunities,
networking venues, a three-tier certification path, professional mentoring programs, and
programs for building and sharing knowledge.The APMP’s Body of Knowledge (BoK) is the
source for most of the information you find in the rest of this book, including the ten templates,
worksheets, and checklists in Chapter 16. These are just a few of the many helpful tools
available within the BoK. For even more, go to . Before you explore the rest of this book, here are
a few things we want to plant in your head as you use this resource to help you build better
proposals. These are the attributes of true proposal professionals, regardless of the size or
makeup of an organization. These are the attributes we looked for when building our proposal
teams. As you can see, proposal professionals are a special breed:Lead up, down, and
sideways. Proposal professionals must lead their teams, their peers, and even their bosses
during a proposal project.Write like an angel and edit like the devil. Proposal professionals hone
their writing and editing skills more than all the other skills they use because what the proposal
says is ultimately all that matters.See the forest and the trees. Proposal professionals
understand their company’s overall business as well as the detailed techniques and processes
of proposal development.Be a good cop and a bad cop all in one. Proposal professionals, like
project managers, do whatever it takes to coax the finest work from proposal
contributors.Believe in the process, but know when to cast it aside. No two proposal projects are
the same, so a proposal professional has to know when to bend or even break the rules to
succeed.Do what few can and fewer want to do. Proposal professionals have a wide range of
skills that, frankly, a lot of businesspeople either can’t or won’t learn. Doing what others can’t or
won’t can make you indispensable.Listen twice as much as you talk. Proposal professionals
depend on others to get their jobs done. Understanding others’ perspectives and needs is
crucial to proposal leadership.Stay cool no matter what. One clear differentiating characteristic
of proposal professionals is their ability to accept and manage the stresses of urgent, important
bids.Think three to five years ahead. Technology paradigms shift in months, and successful
proposal professionals are also futurists: They know technology trends and how those trends will
affect their profession.Be a disciple of change. Proposal professionals are change agents
because customers are always changing what they want and how they want it.How do you
match up?
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Sarah of Dandelion Seeds Positive Parenting, “Writing to win. Wow. These authors absolutely
"get" what it takes to win in a highly competitive marketplace. This book is easy to understand
without being dull. Although it's the best introduction to proposal writing I've ever read, it's also
suitable for those who are well versed in the subject matter. It's refreshing to read something so
insightful. No matter your experience, it will absolutely change the way you approach proposal
writing. Highly, HIGHLY recommend it.”

K. Carlisle, “From the people who literally 'wrote the book' on bid and proposal best practice. The
authors of this book have more collective experience on this topic than virtually anyone in the
business and they deliver that experience in easy-to-understand segments. This is my new go-to
book when I need a reminder of best practice proposal process and writing.Thank you to co-
author Charlie Divine for my signed copy!”

MJL, “Not Traditional ... For Dummies book. The authors write this book for small businesses
and sole proposer audiences. They incorporate guidance from the APMP body of knowledge as
teaching points. I felt their effort was a great success and highly recommend the book if
responding to RFPs is crucial to your business.”

J, “Information repeated. Good read regardless.. Reiterates information over and over but it’s a
good read for beginners.”

Anna, “Informaive. Good info”

Tim G, “Proposal writing. Well written, easy to follow guidebook”

LC, “Must Have. Really good if you work in this environment”

Alice G., “Helpful as a Trainee Bid Writer. Fantastic book for a trainee bid writer, and one that I
believe will come in handy for many years to come.”

Ben Tuck, “Happy. Great book in good condition and it arrived the next day!”

Jimmy Low, “The book that captures all the best practices in bid and proposal development and
management. If you are looking for a good reference in best practices in bid and proposal
development and management, this is THE book. The authors cover from start to the end what
you need to know and be aware of, the tricks and tips. This book is now my closest companion
and reference guide whenever I stumble upon a problem during my bid and proposal
management process.Note: I am an APMP-certified bid manager; thus, my review maybe



biased. However, any bid/proposal manager would benefit from this book. Write to me if you
want to know more.”

The book by Charlie Divine has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 131 people have provided feedback.
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